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1.1 BACKGROUND

Erosion is impacting a portion of the Estuary Nature Trail located adjacent to Oregon State University's
Hatfield Marine Science Center (HMSC) facility, located on the south side of the Yaquina Bay estuary
approximately one mile from the open waters of the Pacific Ocean. The HMSC Estuary Nature Trail is
important to many trail users, as it is the only trail in the Yaquina Bay estuary running along side the bay.
The erosion has resulted in curtailed access to the trail by the public, students, and researchers, and the
reduction in trail usage is negatively affecting many users.

1.2 PURPOSE

The goals of this project were to (1) evaluate site conditions and begin to develop an understanding of the
causes of trail erosion; (2) help develop potential conceptual alternatives to control the eroding portion of
the trail, while, to the extent practicable, maintaining the natural and aesthetic values of the shoreline
area; and (3) identify educational opportunities for both providing information on trail erosion and
tsunami dangers and evacuation routes.

1.3 APPROACH

A phased approach is being used for this project. Phase 1 (this project) consisted of an initial evaluation
of the probable causes of erosion and identification of potential conceptual alternatives to help stabilize
the eroding portion of the trail. based results and input received from the
HMSC staff and Oregon Department of Land, Conservation, and Development (OLCD) staff, Phase 2
will include design of the preferred trail stabilization alternative.
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During late February 2005 a site reconnaissance was conducted to help develop an understanding of the
processes influencing trail erosion. In addition, readily available information was reviewed including site
history information and relevant site observations provided by HMSC staff, color infrared historical aerial
photographs (1997 2004) provided by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and
topographic maps.
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2. METHODOLOGY 
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3.1 OVERVIEW

Established in 1965, Oregon State University's ITMSC is a research, teaching, and outreach facility
located in Newport, Oregon. HMSC's 49-acre campus is located on the Yaquina Bay estuary, about one
mile from the open waters of the Pacific Ocean. The HMSC plays an integral role in programs of marine
and estuarine research and instruction, as a laboratory facility serving resident scientists, and as a base for
oceanographic research. The various marine habitats in close proximity to the HMSC are ideal sites for
ecological studies and provide a rich flora and fauna for laboratory investigations. The Yaquina Bay
estuary provides a gradient from marine to freshwater habitats with extensive inter-tidal sand and
mudflats as well as salt marsh areas.

Outreach to the public is a distinguishing characteristic of the HMSC. The Visitor Center, designed to
create a unique, dynamic environment for lifelong exploration and discovery, annually welcomes
approximately 150,000 members of the public, including approximately 12,000 students. A substantial
number of these people walk along the Estuary Nature Trail during their visit to the HMSC. The trail was
built in 1988 using 306A grant funds. The trail is unique to Newport, as it provides the only trail for
exploring Yaquina Bay estuary from its banks. In addition, until recent erosion closed the trail to those
with ambulatory restrictions, it was one of the longer ADA accessible trails in the area.

HMSC has a strong commitment to maintaining access to the Estuary Nature Trail for all who wish to
experience the trail. In addition, there are plans to extent the trail, providing users with more access
points and increased exposure to the diversity of the local ecosystem. As outline in the Parks System
Master Plan, A Plan for Parks, Open Space and Trail Systems (City of Newport 1993, prepared by JC
Draggo and Associates), expanding the trail from its current configuration of less than one mile, out and
back, to a 7.4 mile loop trail was found to be highly desirable. The estuary trail system is critical to the
success of Newport's trail plan, and the north end of the trail is in danger of being permanently closed due
to the continuing erosion.

3.2 TRAIL HISTORY AND EROSION SUMMARY

Note: The figures referenced in the following section are provided in Appendix A, and site
photographs are provided in Appendix B.

As previously discussed, the Estuary Nature Trail was constructed during 1988. Design plans or as-built
documents could not be located for review. The HMSC campus is located on Yaquina Bay just east the
Highway 101 bridge and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' north and south jetties (Photograph #1,
Appendix B). Based on information provided by HMSC staff, the entire HMSC campus is located on
fine-grained, unconsolidated dredge spoils placed along the edge of Yaquina Bay sometime prior to 1960.
To maintain navigation and keep the turning basin open, the Corps of Engineers' continues to actively
dredge Yaquina Bay.

Based on recent field observations, the trail appears to consist of approximately 6 inches of gravel
subgrade overlain by 1 2 inches of pavement. Figures 1, 2, and 3 (Appendix A) contain 1997, 2000,
and 2004 EPA infrared aerial photographs showing the entire northern portion of the Estuary Nature
Trail. Access to the trail is from a large parking lot located at the north end of the HMSC facility. An
armored (riprapped) groin structure located near the start of the trail extends north into Yaquina Bay
estuary for a distance of approximately 300 ft (Photograph #2, Appendix B). The start of the trail consists
of a small wooden bridge covering the HSMC Aquarium return saltwater drainage discharge structure
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(Photograph #3, Appendix B). On a daily basis, several hundred thousand gallons of saltwater flows in
two lined surface ditches and is returned to Yaquina Bay estuary at the rock-covered outlet structure
located near the small wooden bridge (Photograph #4, Appendix B). One of the saltwater drainage
ditches is located upland of the Estuary Nature Trail, and roughly parallels the trail for a length of
approximately 600 ft (Photograph #5, Appendix B).

The first approximately 150 ft of the shoreline adjacent to the trail is armored by relatively large riprap
associated with construction of the groin structure. Approximately 150 200 ft of trail erosion is
currently present just southeast of this riprapped shoreline area (Photographs #6 through 10, Appendix B).
This area was the primary focus of the erosion study.

Based on review of historical EPA infrared aerial photographs, during 1997 the trail appears intact, and
vegetation is present between the trail and adjacent estuary along the entire length of the trail that is now
eroding. The 1997 vegetation thins to approximately a 5 ft width approximately 25 ft southeast of the rip
rapped area, then gradually widens to approximately 30 to 40 ft heading further southeast along the trail
(Figure 1, Appendix A). This thin area of vegetation was completely eroded over the next few years; by
2000 approximately a 50 to 60 ft length of shoreline had no vegetation located between the trail and
adjacent estuary, and the bay-side edge of the trail was beginning to be impacted (Figure 2, Appendix A).

During 2001, under the direction of HMSC staff, slightly less than 50 yd3 of relatively small to
moderately-sized riprap was placed along an approximately 50 60 ft length of eroding trail just
southeast of the groin-related riprap. Design plans or as-built documents were not prepared as part of this
effort. A tractor was used to individually place the rocks, which were vertically stacked but not secured
to one another or secured into the beach. After placement, the riprap was backfihled with sand, and
planted with American Dune Grass as a mitigation measure. Within 1 to 2 years following placement, the
stacked riprap had fallen apart and toppled over, and the vegetation was washed away. Currently the rock
is scattered along the shoreline area adjacent to where it was originally stacked, however, none of the
riprap has been moved any substantial distance offshore (Photographs # 7 and 9, Appendix B). Based on
observations from HMSC staff, the adjacent shoreline area (directly southeast of the 2001 riprapped area)
began to experience accelerated erosion after the riprap was placed.

During September 2004, approximately 35 yd3 of sand was placed along the eroding trail area directly
southeast of the 2001 riprapped area in an attempt to nourish the eroding beach. Design plans or as-built
documents were not prepared as part of this effort. The sand was brought by dump truck into a nearby
parking area, and subsequently moved and placed along the shoreline using a tractor. According to
HMSC staff, the sand was gone within one week following the first high tide cycle subsequent to
placement.

By 2005, the length of the eroding trail has increased to approximately 150 200 ft (Photographs #6
through 10, Appendix B). At the southeast end of the trail erosion intact vegetation is still present
between the trail and the adjacent estuary (Photographs #11 and 12, Appendix B). The northwestern face
of this vegetation is being eroded as several broken clumps of vegetation were observed lying on top of
the beach (Photograph #12, Appendix B). Up to a 30 to 40 ft width of vegetation is present between the
trail and adjacent estuary as the trail turns to the south/southeast for a length of approximately a 450 to
500 ft (Photograph #13, Appendix B). At this point the trail turns to the southwest, and the width of
vegetation between the trail and adjacent estuary generally broadens to 100 200+ ft (Photograph #14,
Appendix B).
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Shorelines are subject to a broad range of processes, geology, morphology, and land usages (U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers 2002). Potential influences include hydrodynamics processes (winds, waves, water
level fluctuations, tides, and currents), geological processes (i.e., soil and strata characteristics), sediment
processes (sources, transport paths, sinks, and characteristics), seasonal meteorological trends (i.e., winter
storms), and land use/development trends. Erosion is a natural response to the water and wind processes
at the shoreline. There are no absolute rules, nor absolute solutions, to erosion given the dynamic and the
diverse character of the shoreline.

Many factors influence the eroding portion of the Estuary Nature Trail. A preliminary understanding of
some of the causes of trail erosion was developed as part of this Phase 1 study; some of these factors are
discussed below. As described in the next section, detailed information will need to be developed as part
of the Phase 2 design process, particularly site-specific information on water level elevations and wave
energy, including wave height, period, frequency, and duration.

Potential factors influencing trail erosion include the following:

Presence of several adjacent/nearby armored shoreline structures

Wave energy and duration, especially associated with winter storms and elevated water level
elevations

Loss of vegetation

Soils/strata (base material)

Relatively low trail elevation

Ongoing HMSC Aquarium return saltwater discharge.

One factor potentially influencing trail erosion is the presence of several armoring features adjacent to
and in the vicinity of the site. These include the following:

Nearby groin feature extending north into Yaquina Bay estuary for a distance of approximately
300 ft

Shoreline adjacent to the eroding trail that is armored by relatively large rip rap associated with
the groin structure

Extensive breakwater and shoreline armoring located approximately 2000 feet to the northeast
across Yaquina Bay.

Hard structures can reflect waves without dissipating wave energy, which can focus wave energy and
erosion onto adjacent beaches and backshore areas (Macdonald, et al. 1994). These armoring features all
modify the energy, frequency, and directional characteristics of the incident waves and currents that
approach the area, and probably tend to redirect and focus erosional energy towards the eroding portion of
the trail.

Two additional factors potentially affecting trail erosion are loss of vegetation, and the nature of the
materials (soils) that comprise the shoreline areafine-grained, unconsolidated dredge spoils that were
artificially placed along the edge of Yaquina Bay. When not held together by vegetation (or otherwise
protected), this soft base material is susceptible to wave and current erosion, especially during periods of
winter storms and relatively high water level elevations. Based on review of historical aerial photographs
and information provided by HMSC staff, once the vegetation formerly present between the trail and
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adjacent estuary was removed (eroded) during the late 1990's, erosion rapidly increased. In addition, an
attempt to nourish the eroding beach with sand during 2004 quickly failed since vegetation or other
materials were not present to help retain the sand.

Erosion of beaches and properties backing beaches depends, in part, on relative water level elevations.
Based on input provided by HMSC staff, site-specific elevation survey data was not readily available.
However, based on observations by HMSC staff, during higher tides the elevation of the bay water
approaches and occasionally reaches the elevation of the eroding portion of the trail. The west coast is
subject to extreme and complicated water level variations. Seasonal winter storms along the Pacific
Northwest can combine with astronomical tides to produce extremely elevated water levels. On the
Oregon coast, measured tides often exceed predicted astronomical tides, especially during the occurrence
of an El Nifio-Southern Oscillation (Ruggiero et al. 2001). This phenomenon occurs periodically when
equatorial trade winds in the southern Pacific diminish, causing a seiching effect that travels eastward as a
wave of warm water. This raises water levels all along the U.S. west coast. El Niflo potentially can be an
important consideration regarding coastal erosion in the Pacific Northwest. During both the 1982-83 and
1997-98 El Nifio years, tides at Newport, Oregon were typically 1 to 2 feet higher than predicted (Komar
1992 and 1998).

The presence of the HSMC Aquarium return saltwater drainage discharge structure located near the
eroding portion of the trail may also influence trail erosion. The ongoing saltwater discharge probably
continually moves sediment offshore into the Yaquina River channel, rather than allowing it to
accumulate in the intertidal area.
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important consideration regarding coastal erosion in the Pacific Northwest. During both the 1982-83 and 
1997-98 El Nino years, tides at Newport, Oregon were typically 1 to 2 feet higher than predicted (Komar 
1992 and 1998). 

The presence of the HSMC Aquarium return saltwater drainage discharge structure located near the 
eroding portion of the trail may also influence trail erosion. The ongoing saltwater discharge probably 
continually moves sediment offshore into the Yaquina River channel, rather than allowing it to 
accumulate in the intertidal area. 
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The eroding trail area consists of a soft material that is periodically exposed to overwhelming hydraulic
impacts that are not easily correctible. It is anticipated that the erosion will continue unless some type of
protective actions are taken. Due to the many factors influencing the erosion, some type of "hard"
protection may be appropriate for the eroding portion of the trail. Traditional hard protection measures
include seawalls, bulkheads, breakwaters, groins, and revetments. "Soft" shore protection often entails
the use of indigenous materials such as gravel, sand, logs, root masses, and native plantings to absorb
wave energy (Johannessen 2000). Some type of revetment, possibly in combination with land-side native
plantings (or use of other native materials) to help maintain natural and aesthetic values of the shoreline,
may be appropriate for the eroding portion of the trail. A cross section of a conceptual alternative is
provided in Appendix C. The trail in the stabilization area will need to be relocated further upland
(onshore), or possibly it could be elevated above the land-side of the stabilization, such as on a
boardwalk.

Revetments are a cover or facing of erosion resistant material placed directly on an existing slope, or
embankment to protect the area from waves and strong currents. Three major features are a stable armor
layer, a filter cloth or underlayer, and toe protection. The filter and underlayer support the armor and help
keep material from being washed away, yet allow for passage of water through the structure. Toe
protection prevents undercutting and provides support for all the layer materials previously mentioned. If
the toe fails, the entire revetment can unravel (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 2002).

Figure V-3-8 (provided in Appendix C) (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 2002) summarizes a wide range
of designs and materials employed for a revetment. Revetment structures typically consist of riprap,
quarrystone, concrete, or asphalt to armor sloping natural shoreline profiles. The armoring may be either
flexible (normal) or rigid. Riprap and quarrystone designs can tolerate some movement and shifting or
settling of their underlying foundation, yet remain functional. Rigid, concrete or asphalt slabs-ongrade
are generally unable to accommodate any settling.

A typical revetment consists of broken rock, known as riprap, which is essentially a sediment consisting
of large rock particles. The sedimentary properties of riprap which are important include its size
distribution, density of the rock material, and the porosity and permeability of the material as placed. The
riprap must be heavy and/or secure enough to resist movement under design wave and currents, the
porosity and thickness of the riprap must be adequate to dissipate fluid energy before it reaches the
underlying material being protected, and the permeability must be adequate to satisfactorily relieve
pressure buildup at the revetment-base material interface. For long-term protection, riprap should consist
of dense, durable material of blocky shape.

The functional design of shoreline armoring structures can involve calculations of wave runup, wave
overtopping, wave transmission, and reflection. These technical factors together with economic,
environmental, political (social), and aesthetic constraints all combine to determine the crest elevation of
the structure. Wave runup and overtopping depend on many factors. Empirically determined
coefficients, formulas, tables, etc. have mainly come from laboratory scale experiments with irregular
waves in large wave tanks. Independent variables include wave characteristics, water depths, slopes,
roughness, degree of permeability or impermeable, wave angle, berm or continuous slope, freeboard, etc.
(U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 2002). Wave data sets are available as summaries of visual observations,
wave hindcasts and wave gauge data, and wave data may be obtained by wave gauge measurements.
Actual measured data are preferred, since these data are obtained by physical measurement, and are more
accurate than data developed by hindcasting procedures. While the amount of wave gauge data may be
spatially and temporally limited, they can be used to confirm hindcast estimates. If one is fortunate
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5. POTENTIAL CONCEPTUAL ALTERNATIVES 
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A typical revetment consists of broken rock, known as riprap, which is essentially a sediment consisting 
of large rock particles. The sedimentary properties of riprap which are important include its size 
distribution, density of the rock material, and the porosity and permeability of the material as placed. The 
riprap must be heavy and/or secure enough to resist movement under design wave and currents, the 
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underlying material being protected, and the permeability must be adequate to satisfactorily relieve 
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of dense, durable material of blocky shape. 
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(U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 2002). Wave data sets are available as summaries of visual observations, 
wave hindcasts and wave gauge data, and wave data may be obtained by wave gauge measurements. 
Actual measured data are preferred, since these data are obtained by physical measurement, and are more 
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enough to have measured a significant storm, this data can confirm hypothetical design storm size and
effects (US. Army Corps of Engineers 2002).

As discussed in Section 4, during 2001 slightly less than 50 yd3 of relatively small to moderately-sized rip
rap was placed along an approximately 50 60 ft length of eroding trail just southeast of the groin-related
riprap. This stabilization attempt failed since the riprap was undersized and not competent (secured
together andlor to the base material). Typical failure modes for revetment include (U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers 2002):

Armor layer damage and interior exposure

Overtopping and loss of foundation material

Toe failure and unraveling

Excess groundwater pressure and piping failure through the armor layer

Rotational sliding along the slip-circle surface

Flanking of the end sections.

Plastic filaments or fibers can be woven or needlepunched into strong fabrics called "geotextiles" that are
often used as filter cloth beneath hard armor systems. Other names for these types of fabrics include filter
fabrics, construction fabrics, plastic filter cloth, engineering fabrics, and geotechnical fabrics. The most
frequent use of geotextiles in coastal construction is as a filter between fine granular sands or soils and
overlying gravel or small stone that forms the first underlayer of a revetment. The purpose of the
geotextile is to retain the soil while permitting flow of water through the fabric.

Geotextile filters have several general advantages over conventional gravel filters (Barrett 1966):

Filtering characteristics are uniform and factory controlled

Geotextile filter fabrics can withstand tensile stresses

Geotextile placement is more easily controlled

Inspection and quality control are quick and accurate

Local availability of filter materials is not a cost consideration, and often substantial savings can
be realized.

Some potential disadvantages of geotextile filter fabrics are the following:

It is difficult to repair damaged fabric that underlays several layers of stone.

If improperly designed, some fabrics can be relatively impervious to rapid hydraulic transients,
which could lead to uplift pressures over the fabric surface.

The fabric is susceptible to undermining at the structure toe if not properly anchored.

Detailed information on water level elevations and wave energy, including wave height, period,
frequency, and duration will need to be developed as part of the Phase 2 shoreline stabilization design
process. Extensive guidance, design procedures, and construction methods are provided in the Coastal
Engineering Manual (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 2002). Site-specific topographic (and bathymetric
information, to the extent needed) should be generated through a survey.
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As discussed in Section 5, due to the many uncontrollable impacts, a relatively hard stabilization
technique potentially should be used to reestablish the eroding soft area. This could be done in-
combination with various techniques incorporating land-side native plantings (or use of other native
materials) to help maintain the natural and aesthetic values of the shoreline. To the extent practicable, the
stabilization effort for the eroding portion (150 to 200 feet) of the Estuary Nature Trail should be
conducted in one effort (not done in smaller sections at different times). Armoring placed in an area of
existing erosional stress can cause increased erosional stress on the beaches adjacent to the armoring. The
stabilization will need to "feather" into the existing adjacent riprap armoring located to the northwest, and
into the existing vegetated shoreline to the southeast.

Cost estimates for stabilizing the eroding portion of the trail vary widely depending on the selected design
alternative, particularly with respect to the armoring design height, depth, width and material, backfill
area, amount of native plantings, and type of trail relocation. A rough, preliminary planning level cost of
approximately $150,000 200,000 was estimated for the stabilizing the eroding portion of the trail. This
rough estimate does not include monitoring, maintenance, design and relocation of the trail, implementing
selected educational opportunities, or design/implementation of soft shoreline protection for the adjoining
(south/southeast) portion of the trail which is currently not eroding (see discussion below). This
preliminary planning level cost estimate will need tobe reviewed and revised as part of the stabilization
design process. Costs should be included for stabilization design, preparation of specification and bid
documents, permitting, contractor bidding and selection, and construction oversight.

Subsequent monitoring efforts should be conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the stabilization effort
and measure any ongoing erosion in adjoining shoreline areas. Ongoing maintenance should be
conducted as part of the stabilization effort, including maintenance of planted vegetation.

As discussed in Section 3, adjacent to the eroding portion of the trail, up to a 30 to 40 ft width of
vegetation is present between the trail and adjacent estuary as the trail turns to the south/southeast for a
length of approximately a 450 to 500 ft. This area may be experiencing some erosional stresses, which
potentially could be accelerated by stabilizing (armoring) the eroding trail to the northwest. Potentially
this portion of the trail may be suitable for soft shoreline protection measures. Determination of erosion
rate, identification of the causes of erosion, and evaluation of wave energy are critical for determining
feasibility of soft shoreline protection (Johannessen 2000). Evaluation of the applicability of soft
shoreline protection for the portion of the trail not yet eroding was beyond the scope of this study. Phase
2 efforts should include this detennination. If it is determined that some type of protection is warranted,
this effort should be conducted concurrently with the hard protection measures (or as soon thereafter as
practicable).
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6. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

As discussed in Section 5, due to the many uncontrollable impacts, a relatively hard stabilization 
technique potentially should be used to reestablish the eroding soft area. This could be done in
combination with various techniques incorporating land-side native plantings (or use of other native 
materials) to help maintain the natural and aesthetic values of the shoreline. To the extent practicable, the' 
stabilization effort for the eroding portion (150 to 200 feet) of the Estuary Nature Trail should be 
conducted in one effort (not done in smaller sections at different times). Armoring placed in an area of 
existing erosional stress can cause increased erosional stress on the beaches adjacent to the armoring. The 
stabilization will need to "feather" into the existing adjacent riprap armoring located to the northwest, and 
into the existing vegetated shoreline to the southeast. 

Cost estimates for stabilizing the eroding portion of the trail vary widely depending on the selected design 
alternative, particularly with respect to the armoring design height, depth, width and material, backfill 
area, amount of native plantings, and type of trail relocation. A rough, preliminary planning level cost of 
approximately $150,000- 200,000 was estimated for the stabilizing the eroding portion of the trail. This 
rough estimate does not include monitoring, maintenance, design and relocation of the trail, implementing 
selected educational opportunities, or design/implementation of soft shoreline protection for the adjoining 
(south/southeast) portion of the trail which is currently not eroding (see discussion below). This 
preliminary planning level cost estimate will need to be reviewed and revised as part of the stabilization 
design process. Costs should be included for stabilization design, preparation of specification and bid 
documents, permitting, contractor bidding and selection, and construction oversight. 

Subsequent monitoring efforts should be conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the stabilization effort 
and measure any ongoing erosion in adjoining shoreline areas. Ongoing maintenance should be 
conducted as part of the stabilization effort, including maintenance of planted vegetation. 

As discussed in Section 3, adjacent to the eroding portion of the trail, up to ' a 30 to 40 ft width of 
vegetation is present between the trail and adjacent estuary as the trail turns to the south/southeast for a 
length of approximately a 450 to 500 ft. This area may be experiencing some erosional stresses, which 
potentially could be accelerated by stabilizing (armoring) the eroding trail to the northwest. Potentially 
this portion of the trail may be suitable for soft shoreline protection measures. Determination of erosion 
rate, identification of the causes of erosion, and evaluation of wave energy are critical for determining 
feasibility of soft shoreline protection (Johannessen 2000). Evaluation of the applicability of soft 
shoreline protection for the portion of the trail not yet eroding was beyond the scope of this study. Phase 
2 .efforts should include this determination. If it is determined that some type of protection is warranted, 
this effort should be conducted concurrently with the hard protection measures (or as soon thereafter as 
practicable). 
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7. EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

7.1 OVERVIEW

Each year, the Visitor Center at the HMSC provides a unique educational experience for many thousands
of inquiring visitors, telling the story of Oregon's coastal and marine resources as well as our attempts to
understand and sustain them. For many people the learning journey continues outside the walls of the
Visitor Center, on the Estuary Nature Trail, which follows the shoreline of Yaquina Bay. The nature trail
provides an engaging up-close view of the area's marine ecology, while offering outdoor recreation
opportunities to a broad range of trail users. As part of the trail erosion study, ways were explored in
which these valuable educational and recreational facilities can be upgraded and expanded, thereby
supporting the HMSC's mission of helping the public interpret and appreciate the natural resources of the
Oregon coast.

7.2 STARTING OUT

Most visitors will begin their trip to the HMSC at the Visitor Center exhibits. Consideration will be given
to providing signage in the Visitor Center that informs people about the Estuary Nature Trail, explaining
what it is and where to start out, as well as providing a compelling link between educational exhibits and
programs, and actual natural systems just a short walk away. Both content and style of this signage
would be coordinated to integrate the overall narrative of the HMSC, and to emphasize the connection
between indoor and outdoor facilities.

7.3 TRAIL EROSION

The erosion at the heart of this project provides an opportunity to educate the public about the dynamic
forces that shape our shorelines, and how human activity changes the way those forces work. Interpretive
signage will explain to visitors that the land they're standing on was once part of the Yaquina Bay
estuary, filled by spoils created by dredging shipping channels in Yaquina Bay. A diagram on the
interpretive board could show tidal and river currents in the bay, and how they are affected by the
intrusion of fill and structures. The selected erosion stabilization measures along the shoreline could
themselves become an educational exhibit, demonstrating the unexpected consequences of trying to create
solid land in an ever-changing marine environment.

7.4 TSUNAMI AND EARTHQUAKE PREPAREDNESS

Like other low-lying areas along the Oregon coast, Yaquina Bay is subject to tsunamis triggered by
earthquakes originating in the Cascadia Subduction Zone. Visitors to the HMSC and the Estuary Nature
Trail will vary widely in their knowledge of tsunamis. Those from areas that don't experience seismic
activity may know very little about potential quake/tsunami hazards, and even local people might not
have a clear idea about what to do after a seismic event or tsunami warning.

As part of the project, signs would be located both in the Visitor Center and along the Estuary Nature
Trail that would describe the geological processes that cause earthquakes and tsunamis, and would also
provide instructions for evacuating to higher ground in the event of an emergency. Another way to
describe the geological forces that affect the Oregon coast would be to provide graphic examples of past
events. For example, a sign could be mounted on a light post or a specially installed pole thirty feet
above ground level to dramatically demonstrate the height of the tsunami generated by the magnitude 9
Cascadia Subduction Zone earthquake that occurred on January 26, 1700.
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estuary, filled by spoils created by dredging shipping channels in Yaquina Bay. A diagram on the 
interpretive board could show tidal and river currents in the bay, and how they are affected by the 
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themselves become an educational exhibit, demonstrating the unexpected consequences of trying to create 
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Like other low-lying areas along the Oregon coast, Yaquina Bay is subject to tsunamis triggered by 
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7.4.1 Interpretive displays

Interpretive signs would need to be constructed with materials and methods that withstand the marine
environment and occasional hard use from the public. A range of durable sign surface materials would be
researched for use in the signs, including fired enamel, and high-pressure laminate. Text, images, and the
look and feel of the signs would be developed in coordination with Visitor Center staff to match the
intent of existing displays. A graphic designer with interpretive sign experience would be consulted to
ensure that the displays are readable, attractive, and engaging.

7.4.2 Outdoor Learning

The Estuary Nature Trail is an outdoor classroom for thousands of students who take part in the Visitor
Center's youth education program. Consideration will be given to constructing shelters, informal seating,
and other facilities that would help Visitor Center staff tell the story of the waterfowl, aquatic species, and
overall ecology of the Yaquina Bay estuary.

7.4.3 Visitor Information

The HMSC Visitor Center has an excellent website describing facilities, exhibits, events, and programs.
The site would be updated to provide a description of trail amenities, including a trail map, an overview
of educational displays, and a natural resource calendar informing the public of the seasonal opportunities
for visitors to the estuary shoreline. Similarly, maps and interpretive pamphlets could be developed for
distribution in the Visitor Center or for sale at the Visitor Center bookstore that would guide visitors
through the trail system, and interpret the ecology of Yaquina Bay estuary.

7.5 TRAIL

The Estuary Nature Trail provides visitors with a broad range of physical abilities a chance to experience
the natural resources of the estuary. It is also a shared use path, with planned connections to a larger local
existing trail system used by walkers, joggers, cyclists, skaters, people in wheelchairs, and parents with
children in strollers.

Rehabilitation of the trail provides an opportunity to rethink aspects of the trail, including trail standards,
protection of wildlife and habitat, trail experience, and realignment of the trail.

For the trail to be an integrated part of Newport's trail plan, it would be advisable to design and construct
the trail using standards described in the American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials (AASHTO) publication Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities, which provides design
guidance for paths that serve a broad variety of users. Using these guidelines will minimize user
conflicts, and help ensure that trail users have a safe and satisfying experience.

People who are using the trail as a recreational facility may not share the interest of other visitors in
viewing waterfowl and aquatic wildlife. In most cases this would not be expected to cause conflicts,
however, it may be desirable to develop short spurs or loops from the main trail - prohibited to mounted
cyclists - that would lead to estuary overlooks, wildlife viewing areas, and view spots. An additional
benefit of these side trails is that visitors who are given the opportunity to view sensitive areas from a
spur or loop trail will be less likely to strike out on their own in easily impacted habitat. The trail
alignment will be reconsidered, to redirect the trail around erosion stabilization areas, and possibly to
avoid areas in which wildlife might be disturbed by increased trail traffic. Additionally, it may be
necessary to use boardwalk or raised trail in some places to cross low spots and areas that experience
occasional inundation, and to avoid impacts to sensitive areas.
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benefit of these side trails is that visitors who are given the opportunity to view sensitive areas from a 
spur or loop trail will be less likely to strike out on their own in easily impacted habitat. The trail 
alignment will be reconsidered, to redirect the trail around erosion stabilization areas, and possibly to 
avoid areas in which wildlife might be disturbed by increased trail traffic. Additionally, it may be 
necessary to use boardwalk or raised trail in some places to cross low spots and areas that experience 
occasional inundation, and to avoid impacts to sensitive areas. 
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7.6 HABITAT

Like many coastal areas in Oregon, the campus of the HMSC has been invaded by non-native plant
species that form large monocultures, and reduce the potential for diverse wildlife habitat. An effort has
been made to remove invasive species such as Himalayan blackberry, Scots broom, and European beach
grass, and replace them with native species typically found in coastal areas. As part of the project, this
restoration effort could be expanded to increase the habitat function of the site and to provide erosion
control through dense plantings. A diverse native plant community could also serve as an important part
of the HMSC's mission to educate the public about coastal environments.

Currently, a rock-lined channel leading from the HMSC to the shore drains saltwater from the Center's
aquarium. The outfall of this channel potentially could be moved as part of the effort to reduce shoreline
erosion. If this work is undertaken, the banks of channel could be broadened, and the rock armoring
replaced with plantings of native species that would typically occur in the tidally influenced streams of
the area. As with the restoration planting in other parts of the HMSC campus, this would serve as both
native habitat, and an educational opportunity for visitor to learn about the natural systems associated
with Yaquina Bay estuary.
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Photograph #1. June 2001 aerial photograph showing the HMSC campus located east of the
Highway 101 bridge and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' jellies (source of photograph unknown).

Photograph #2. Armored groin structure extending approximately 300 ft into Yaquina Bay
(Parametrix, February 28, 2005).
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Photograph #1. June 2001 aerial photograph showing the HMSC campus located east of the 
Highway 101 bridge and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' jetties (source of photograph unknown). 

Photograph #2. Armored groin structure extending approximately 300ft into Yaquina Bay 
(Parametrix, February 28, 2005). 
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Photograph #3. Small wooden bridge located at the start of the Estuary Nature Trail
(Parametrix, February 28, 2005).

Photograph #4. HMSC Aquarium saltwater return flow outlet structure
(Parametrix, February 28, 2005).
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Photograph #3. Small wooden bridge located at the start of the Estuary Nature Trail 
(Parametrix, February 28, 2005). 

Photograph #4. HMSC Aquarium saltwater return flow outlet structure 
(Parametrix, February 28, 2005). 
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Photograph #5. Saltwater return drainage ditch located near the Estuary Nature Trail
(Parametrix, February 28, 2005).

Photograph #6. View from Estuary Nature Trail looking southeast along the portion of trail that
is eroding (Parametrix, February 28, 2005).
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Photograph #5. Saltwater return drainage ditch located near the Estuary Nature Trail 
(Parametrix, February 28, 2005). 

Photograph #6. View from Estuary Nature Trail looking southeast along the portion of trail that 
is eroding (Parametrix, February 28, 2005). 
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Photograph #7. Scattered rip rap originally placed adjacent to the Estuary Nature Trail during
2001 (Parametrix, February 28, 2005).
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Photograph #8. View from shoreline looking northwest along the eroding portion of the Estuary
Nature Trail (Parametrix, February 28, 2005).
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Photograph #7. Scattered rip rap originally placed adjacent to the Estuary Nature Trail during 
2001 (Parametrix, February 28, 2005). 
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Photograph #8. View from shoreline looking northwest along the eroding portion of the Estuary 
Nature Trail (Parametrix, February 28, 2005). 
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Photograph #9. Close up view of eroding trail pavement and trail subgrade material, and
scattered rip rap lying adjacent to the eroding trail (Parametrix, February 28, 2005).
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Photograph #10. View from shoreline looking northwest along the eroding portion of the
Estuary Nature Trail (Parametrix, February 28, 2005).
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Photograph #9. Close up view of eroding trail pavement and trail subgrade material, and 
scattered rip rap lying adjacent to the eroding trail (Parametrix, February 28, 2005). 

Photograph #1 0. View from shoreline looking northwest along the eroding portion of the 
Estuary Nature Trail (Parametrix, February 28, 2005). 
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Photograph #11. Vegetation located adjacent to the southeast end of the eroding portion of
the Estuary Nature Trail (Parametrix, February 28, 2005).

Photograph #12. Close up of vegetation located adjacent to the southeast end of the eroding
portion of the Estuary Nature Trail (Parametrix, February 28, 2005).
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Photograph #11. Vegetation located adjacent to the southeast end of the eroding portion of 
the Estuary Nature Trail (Parametrix, February 28, 2005). 

Photograph #12. Close up of vegetation located adjacent to the southeast end of the eroding 
portion of the Estuary Nature Trail (Parametrix, February 28, 2005). 
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Photograph #13. Vegetation present between the Estuary Nature Trail and adjacent Yaquina
Bay estuary (Parametrix, February 28, 2005).

Photograph #14. Vegetation present between the Estuary Nature Trail and adjacent Yaquina
Bay estuary (Parametrix, February 28, 2005).
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Photograph #13. Vegetation present between the Estuary Nature Trail and adjacent Yaquina 
Bay estuary (Parametrix, February 28, 2005). 

Photograph #14. Vegetation present between the Estuary Nature Trail and adjacent Yaquina 
Bay estuary (Parametrix, February 28, 2005) . 
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Engineering Manual Summary of Revetment Alternatives

(Corps of Engineers 2002)
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